
   
 

   
 

My dear Art Students, 

Here is a list of projects for you.  You can pick and choose, 

do them in any order, or do none at all.  I know it is a 

strange time.  It is for me too.  So, please don’t worry.  Just 

do your best each day and take care of yourself. Have some 

fun! Help your family. Be sweet to each other. Remember to 

smile.        

I miss you very much! 

Love,  

Mrs. Gross  

P.S.  A little explanation:  

The “Art Ideas” are the lessons we planned.  They are like your usual once-a-

week Art time.   

The OOTBAs, Choice Chart, and Community Drawing Project are EXTRA things 

if you want more cool things to do.  They are like a bonus!  You do not have to do 

them. 

The OOTBAs (Out of the Box Art ideas) are extra things you can do to use your 

creativity to make the world a little more beautiful. These are things you can do 

to help someone else be happy (that’s always a good thing!). Please be sure 

you have permission from the adults in your house before you do these 

things! 

Mrs. Legleiter (Roosevelt/Lincoln Art Teacher) came up with the awesome idea 

for OOTBAs and got together all the cool resources below---Thank you, Mrs. 

Legleiter! 

I will also attach a “Choice Chart” that Mrs. Pfannenstiel (O’Loughlin/Lincoln 

Art Teacher) put together---Thank you, Mrs. Pfannenstiel!  There are lots of 

good ideas to inspire you. 

In addition, there is information about a Community Drawing Project that 

Amy Schmierbach and her FHSU students are working on.  It is a calendar 

with daily prompts for drawing ideas. If you would like to share these drawings, 

you can send them to Mrs. Schmierbach (I’ll send instructions about that too). 

 

Art Idea 



   
 

   
 

Draw a room in your house. Vincent Van Gogh did the famous 

painting of “Bedroom at Arles” 1889.  

 

Use color, texture and pattern in your drawing as much as possible.  

OOTBA  (OUT OF THE BOX art) 

*organize your closet 

*clean out a drawer 

*make a sock puppet out of a single or holey sock and have a 

puppet show 

*clean out your toybox-put pieces together 

              *building blocks with building blocks 

              *puzzle pieces with correct puzzle 

              *doll clothes with doll 

*create your room 3D out of found items in your house 

*crochet or knit a blanket or throw 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Idea 

John James Audubon (1785-1851) was an American ornithologist, 

naturalist and painter. Ornithology is the scientific study of birds. 



   
 

   
 

Audubon is famous for documenting all types of American birds 

and illustrating them in their natural habitat. 

  

Draw your favorite animal in its natural habitat.  

Or Combine parts of different animals together to make a unique, 

new animal.  

  *don’t forget to name your animal using original parts of its name: 

      Ex: chicken + kangaroo = “chickaroo” or kanicken        

OOTBA (out of the box art) 

*play with your pet 

*make a bird or squirrel feeder  

*teach your dog some tricks: sit, fetch, dance 

*watch birds outside and draw what you see 

*visit a virtual zoo: Cincinnati Zoo, San Diego Zoo, 

  St. Louis Zoo YouTube channel with Penguin live feed               

 

Art Idea 

Pop Art star Andy Warhol loved painting ordinary, everyday items: 

dollar bills, a Campbell’s soup can and Coca-Cola bottles. 



   
 

   
 

 

                   

Draw an ordinary object from your house. The drawing can be: 

* blind contour lines (draw lines while looking at your object, not  

   the paper), 

* contour lines (the lines that follow the visible edges of the shape) 

* in color or shaded 

 

 OOTBA (OUT OF THE BOX ART) 

*clean out a junk drawer 

     **organize items you want to keep 

     **box good “junk” to use for art later  

*make a Pop Art self-portrait 

*create a Pop Art portrait from a photo and give to that person 

 

Art Idea 



   
 

   
 

Ever stopped to look at the flowers…I mean zoom in really close? 

American artist Georgia O’Keefe loved to look at flowers close-up 

and then paint them BIG!!  

   

 

Georgia O’Keefe loved flowers.  What do you love? Find something 

you love in your house or yard and create an extreme close-up 

painting or drawing of it. Make sure your image pops off the page 

when you color it. 

*This kind of drawing is called a macro drawing: drawing something 

considerably larger than the original object. 

 

  

OOTBA  (OUT OF THE BOX art) 



   
 

   
 

*make May baskets using real or paper flowers, hang on tree 

  branches outside  

*cut flowers from your yard to make a bouquet  

*make a bouquet from paper flowers you make yourself 

  using old books, junk mail, cloth scraps, cardboard or yarn 

*plant flowers or a garden outside 

*plant seeds in a cup inside, document their growth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Idea 

Artist Wayne Thiebaud is best known for his paintings of pies, 

candies, cakes and sandwiches arranged on a plate or in a classic 

diner case.  



   
 

   
 

  

  

Draw, color or paint your favorite dessert food! Make sure you set 

your food on a plate or table and don’t forget to add the shadows!  

OOTBA  (OUT OF THE BOX art) 

*bake a cake and decorate 

*make “food art”  

*bake cupcakes or cookies; have your family help decorate them 

*help mom with the dishes after baking 

*set the table for dinner 

*make the world’s most beautiful peanut butter and jelly sandwich 

 

 

Art Idea 



   
 

   
 

    

Henri Matisse was a French painter who loved color. His intense 

love of color started a movement from 1900-1905 where he and his 

colleagues were known as the Fauves or wild beasts. Matisse also 

liked to put windows in his paintings.  

Look out a window of your house. Or look toward a window from 

inside your house. Find a view you love and sketch it. If you like 

bold color like Matisse you should add some!  

 

 

 

OOTBA  (OUT OF THE BOX art) 

*clean the windows or mirrors in your home 

*decorate your windows with bright artwork  



   
 

   
 

*hang a brightly colored picture on your refrigerator 

*make a big poster thanking our helpers on the other side of the 

glass (mail carriers, delivery people, sanitation workers, etc). Hang 

the poster where they can see your big Thank You! 


